Statement on REACH Regulation

Manufacturer:  Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH  
Rheinstrasse 15  
65795 Hattersheim  
Germany

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Hilscher Gesellschaft für Systemautomation mbH is a "downstream user" as a manufacturer of electronic products according to the European Directive REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals - EC 1907/2006). You only purchase non-chemical products from us. Our products should not release any of the registered substances under normal and reasonably foreseeable conditions of use. Therefore, we are not subject to the obligation to prepare safety data sheets or to the registration obligation.

In accordance with REACH - Art. 33(1), we provide information if the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) classifies the contents of our products (from a content of >0.1 % by mass) as SVHC (Substances of Very High Concern).

According to the current status (candidate list dated January 17 2023) and based on the supplier/manufacturer documentation available to us, some of our small products with RoHS exceptions 6a, 6b and 6c contain lead in excess of 0.1%.

For product specific details please contact us at compliance@hilscher.com.

In our own interest and to ensure a high level of product safety for our customers, we pursue the implementation of REACH on the part of our suppliers. For this purpose we are in close contact with our suppliers.

Hattersheim, January 2023  
i.A. Saskia Brand  
Quality Officer
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